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The sweet pursuit Chapter 15-His voice was light and lazy, and with a hint of 
warmth, like the spring afternoon sun, neither cold nor strong, just the right 
comfort. 

Su Xi turned around and looked at this strange man in bewilderment. 

The man took two steps forward and looked down at Su Xi, and there was a 
twinkle in the fox’s eyes, “Even if you don’t agree with your body, it’s the least 
polite to have a meal!” 

After he said that, he stretched out his right hand, “Get to know, my name is 
Shen Ming!” 

Su Xi looked at the well-defined palm in front of him, did not hold it, turned 
around and continued to walk forward. 

Shen Ming was stunned and quickly followed, “Hey, didn’t you understand 
what I said?” 

Su Xi stopped and looked at him lightly, “I understand, you are not bad for my 
meal, I can solve it myself without what you just did, Pingshui meets, there is 
no need to know, just come here, I’m going to class!” 
After 
that, Su Xi turned and left, and did not turn his head. 

Shen Ming stood there, looking at the girl’s back, and did not come to his 
senses for a long time. 

He was actually rejected by a little girl?! 

Even if she doesn’t know him, he doesn’t rely on the identity of the Shen 
family, just by relying on a face, he is invincible, where does she come from 
with the arrogance, dare to refuse him! 

Shen Ming sneered, he still didn’t believe it! 

…… 



The next Tuesday, Su Xi only had one class in the afternoon, and when she 
went out of school, she saw many girls talking together, she walked to the bus 
stop and heard a girl next to her shout excitedly, “Is it really Shen Ming?” 

“Yes, I have seen pictures of him and my family Yubao, and it must be right.” 

Su Xi subconsciously glanced at the place where everyone was watching, and 
paused in his steps. 

The school gate is headed to park a Rolls-Royce Phantom Roadster, the back 
seat of the car is piled with bright red roses, which is particularly eye-catching, 
and more striking is the man sitting in the car, a white shirt, a slim vest, gold-
rimmed thin-rimmed glasses, and his delicate facial features, just like a prince 
out of a comic. 

Shen Ming has become more and more famous in Jiangcheng in the past two 
years, the Shen family is a famous wealthy family in Jiangcheng, Shen Ming is 
the only heir of the Shen family, but he is not famous because of his 
reputation in the mall, but because his scandal with those female stars has 
never been broken. 

Handsome, flowerful, expensive, but business-minded, is the label given to 
him by Jiangcheng people. 

At this time, the prince in the comic got out of the car with long legs, and 
walked towards Su Xi with a red rose in his hand. 

There was a scream in the group of girls, and their eyes converged on Su Xi, 
either jealous or envious. 

There was a Bentley parked on the opposite road, Ming Zuo looked out the 
window and said in a loud voice, “That’s not Miss Su?” Ling 

Jiuze was sitting in the back seat, looking down at the document, hearing 
Ming Zuo’s words did not react for a while which “Miss Su” it was, 
inadvertently looked up, saw that it was Su Xi, only then did his eyes go 
deeper, and fell on Su Xi’s somewhat surprised face. 

The driver who came to pick up Ling Yinuo from school had something 
temporary, Ling Jiuze and Ming Zuo happened to pass by Jiangda, and by the 
way, the car stopped here and waited for Ling Yinuo to come out, but I didn’t 
expect to see someone confessing to Su Xi. 



Ming Zuo explained out loud, “Shen Ming is Shen Wenxi’s son, he grew up 
abroad since he was a child, and he happened to come back the year you 
went abroad. In the past two years, he has entered the Shen family’s 
Zhenglong Group and has done an excellent job. By the way, the one who 
competed with us for the land under the Jinshui Bridge was Shen Ming. Ling 

Jiuze nodded lightly, a pair of dotted ink long eyes were not shocked, 
watching Shen Ming walk in front of Su Xi step by step. 

Su Xi was indeed a little surprised, Shen Ming knew that she was a student of 
Jiang University, it was not strange, but he came here prepared today, 
indicating that he already knew which department and class she was in, and 
what did he want to do? 

Such a person, she did not believe that the two would like him just by meeting. 

She watched Shen Ming approach, her face was as usual, her eyes were as 
clear as promised, there was no surprise, no deliberate coldness, only the 
vigilance at the bottom of her eyes that was not easy to detect. 

Shen Ming stopped opposite her, surrounded by inhalations and sighs. 

His fox eyes bent, the water in it was rippling, burning at Su Xi, and spoke in a 
low voice, “Maybe you don’t believe it, but I did fall in love with you at first 
sight, yesterday you refused to invite me to dinner, so today I have a face, let 
me invite you to dinner, how about?” 

Su Xi heard someone in the group of girls shouting, “My heart won’t beat, 
hurry up and call 120!” 

Su Xi looked at the flower that Shen Ming held up in front of him, and shook 
his head lightly, “I’m sorry, I still have something!” 

Shen Ming seemed a little surprised, but smiled gently, “It’s just eating, it 
doesn’t mean any attitude from you, even if you appease me last night 
because you didn’t fall asleep all night.” There 

was another scream all around. 

Beautiful, rich, and affectionate, the plot that can only be seen on TV makes 
the onlookers instantly adrenaline-burst, far more excited than the protagonist. 



Sensing that someone was taking pictures, Su Xi was a little irritable, his face 
did not move, but his attitude was more resolute, “I’m really sorry.” 

She raised her steps to leave, Shen Ming stopped in front of her first, his eyes 
were cool, his lips were hooked and he smiled, and lowered his voice, “Don’t 
be like this, so many people watch, give me a face, and I’ll send you home 
after eating.” 

Su Xi didn’t want to entangle anymore, refused again, and continued to move 
forward. 

Shen Ming frowned, and subconsciously grabbed her arm. 

Su Xi immediately took a step back, and Huo Ran looked at Shen Ming, his 
gaze was no longer indifferent, but a little fierce. 

Shen Ming was stunned for a moment, the girl’s eyes were vigilant and 
irritable, not to get away with it, but really bored. 

His red lips pursed slightly, and he took a step back, “Okay, don’t eat, then 
you accept these.” 

He pointed to the cart full of flowers behind him. 

Su Xi’s attitude was cold, “I don’t want it!” 

“Then you think we’ve been pestering here and being watched as a joke?” 
Shen Ming’s eyes were hidden with a smear, and he smiled lowly. 

He could see that Su Xi didn’t like to be watched. 

Su Xi took a deep breath, “Do you have to accept it?” 

Shen Ming’s eyes were hot and persistent, and his tone was joking, “Yes, if 
you don’t accept it, I won’t let you go!” 
In the 
Bentley, Ming Zuo frowned, “Shen Ming seems to be embarrassing Miss Su.” 

Ling Jiuze also saw it, a dark color flashed in his long eyes, his hand was 
already on the car, and just about to open the door and go down, he saw Su 
Xi suddenly turn around and walk towards Shen Ming’s sports car. 

He didn’t move again, wanting to see what she was going to do. 



Shen Ming also stared at Su Xi with a good gaze, so many flowers, Su Xi 
alone could not take it away, she still had to get in his car and go with him in 
the end. 

The little girl who has not yet entered the society is always a little reserved 
and high, so he will find her a step down. 

As long as you get in his car, you can talk about eating together, After eating, 
it becomes logical to go to the hotel. 

In psychology, this is called the stage request method. 

He told Han Xiao that it would be done in three days, and it seemed that it 
would not take three days at all! 

 


